Individuals differ in thermosensitivity, thermoregulation, and zones of thermoneutrality and thermal comfort. Whereas temperature sensing and -effectuating processes occur in part unconsciously and autonomic, awareness of temperature and thermal preferences can affect thermoregulatory behavior as well. Quantification of trait-like individual differences of thermal preferences and experienced temperature sensitivity and regulation is therefore relevant to obtain a complete understanding of human thermophysiology. Whereas several scales have been developed to assess instantaneous appreciation of heat and cold exposure, a comprehensive scale dedicated to assess subjectively experienced autonomic or behavioral thermoregulatory activity has been lacking so far. We constructed a survey that specifically approaches these domains from a trait-like perspective, sampled 240 volunteers across a wide age range, and analyzed the emergent component structure. Participants were asked to report their thermal experiences, captured in 102 questions, on a 7-point bi-directional Likert scale. In a second set of 32 questions, participants were asked to indicate the relative strength of experiences across different body locations. Principal component analyses extracted 21 meaningful dimensions, which were sensitive to sex-differences and age-related changes. The questions were also assessed in a matched sample of 240 people with probable insomnia to evaluate the sensitivity of these dimensions to detect group differences in a casecontrol design. The dimensions showed marked mean differences between cases and controls. The survey thus has discriminatory value. It can freely be used by anyone interested in studying individual or group differences in thermosensitivity and thermoregulation.
Introduction
Human thermoregulation involves a complex system of thermosensors and thermoeffectors. 1 Individual differences in thermosensitivity, thermoregulation, and zones of thermoneutrality and thermal comfort remain an important topic. [2] [3] [4] Differences may occur in the capability to sense temperature, in thermoregulatory capacities, or in the tolerance range. Temperature sensing and effectuating processes occur in part unconsciously and autonomic. However, awareness of temperature as well as thermal preferences can affect behavioral thermoregulation. It could thus be important to quantify trait-like individual differences, for example related to sex, age or disorders, in how people experience their thermal environment and their own thermosensitivity and thermoregulatory responses.
Various scales exist to assess thermal sensation, comfort, and preference based on the ISO 7730 standard. One type of assessment used 7 to 11-point Likert scales ranging from extremely hot to extremely cold. [5] [6] [7] Another type of momentary temperature sensation assessment used visual-analog scales. 8, 9 The scales typically address thermal sensation, comfort, or preference, but not subjectively experienced autonomic or behavioral thermoregulatory activity. For dedicated research questions, ad hoc questions about habitual thermosensitivity have been implemented. For example, Gompper et al. 10 aimed to quantify vascular dysregulation using Likert-scale ratings on two questions about habitually experiencing cold hands and feet. However, we are not aware of scales designed to comprehensively assess stable trait-like individual differences with respect to the domains of thermal sensation, temperature preference, and subjectively experienced autonomic or behavioral thermoregulatory activity. We constructed a survey that approaches these domains from a trait-like perspective.
In the present study, we examine the survey's component structure using Principal Component Analysis, and provide examples of the survey's sensitivity to pick up subjective counterparts of previously documented sex differences and age-related changes in objective thermosensitivity and thermoregulation, as well as the survey's sensitivity to pick up such subjective differences between people without sleep complaints and those suffering from probable insomnia.
The study of sex differences in the physiology of thermoregulation has a long history and interpretations continue to be a topic of discussion. [11] [12] [13] [14] Estrogens have clear effects on thermoregulation, and in humans the 24-hour profile of estradiol peaks during the part of the night when core body temperature is at its lowest. 15 In vitro studies showed that estradiol may interact with thermoregulation at the most fundamental level; it immediately affects the firing rate of a large proportion of the thermosensitive neurons in the preoptic area, 16 the highest in the hierarchy of brain structures involved in thermoregulation. These findings give reason to evaluate whether our new survey is sensitive to sex differences in subjectively experienced temperature sensitivity and regulation that complement objective observations of sex differences in objective thermosensitivity and thermoregulation.
As is the case for studies on sex differences, studies on the effects of aging on the physiology of thermoregulation continue to refine and specify earlier findings. [17] [18] [19] [20] Age-related decreases have been suggested to occur at several levels of the thermoregulatory system, including thermosensitivity, thermogenesis and conservation, heat loss, and central regulation. However, which part of these changes result from the aging process per se remains an issue of ongoing discussion. Several changes may be explained by other factors that change with aging, notably a decreased level of fitness and physical activity. Among the most robust findings is that aging attenuates the amplitude of the 24-hour rhythm in core body temperature. This finding is paralleled with lower 24-hour rhythm amplitudes in many other physiological rhythms, likely all involving functional changes in the suprachiasmatic nucleus, the central biological clock of the brain. 21 It therefore seems of interest to evaluate whether these objective observations are complemented by age-related changes in subjectively experienced temperature sensitivity and regulation across daytime and nighttime.
As a final example of the use of the survey, we explore disorder-related deviations in a case-control design. Specifically, we investigate experienced temperature sensitivity and regulation in people suffering from probable insomnia disorder. Differences in thermoregulation between people who do or do not suffer from probable insomnia can be expected based on numerous studies showing a strong interaction of sleep regulation with temperature sensitivity and temperature regulation. Firstly, there is strong support for the 24-hour synchronization of sleep with the core body temperature rhythm. Sleep onset is facilitated during the decline of core body temperature, and indeed delayed 24-hour profiles of core body temperature and other rhythms are associated with sleep onset problems. 22, 23 Sleep terminates on the rising curve of 24-hour temperature cycle, and more likely so in people with a relatively low gray matter volume in a part of the cerebral cortex at the border of the anterior insula and orbitofrontal cortex, 24, 25 key areas in the experienced intensity of thermal stimuli. 26 Secondly, the key feature of insomnia is a generalized hyperarousal, which may not only show from increased body temperature but also from factors affecting thermoregulation including increased resting metabolic rate, cortisol secretion and sympathetic tone. 27, 28 Recent structural and functional imaging studies have suggested possible brain mechanisms underlying the hyperaroused state. 29 Thirdly, daytime performance and nocturnal sleep as well as their associated electroencephalographic profiles, respond to natural fluctuations and induced small changes in skin temperature within the thermoneutral zone. 30, 31 Moreover, this association is altered both after experimentally disrupted sleep 32 and in people suffering from insomnia. 33, 34 Finally, people with insomnia have poor judgment of whether the temperature of the sleeping environment is comfortable, 9 which may involve a relatively low gray matter volume in the orbitofrontal cortex, [35] [36] [37] given its crucial role in hedonic evaluation including thermal comfort. 38, 39 Concertedly, these observations give reason to evaluate whether our new assessment instrument is sensitive enough to detect deviations in subjectively experienced temperature sensitivity and regulation in people suffering from probable insomnia disorder compared to those without sleep complaints.
Results

Questions generated
Questions were generated with the help of an expert panel consisting of researchers participating in ThermoNed, an open society with annual meetings since initiated in 2003 by Hein Daanen, Wouter Van Marken Lichtenbelt and Eus Van Someren, with the aim to facilitate exchange of expertise and cooperation among temperature researchers in the Netherlands. A total of 136 questions were generated. Question domains are described in more detail in the Materials and Methods section and all questions are listed in Appendix 1. In brief, questions covered one or more of the following features: (1) four inputs that impinge on the thermoregulatory system (heat, cold, physical activity, and stress); (2) six discernable perceivable thermosensitive and thermoregulatory readouts (preference, sensing deviation, subjective body temperature, autonomic response, behavioral response, and vigilance response -sleepiness or alertness); (3) three homeostatic drive categories (heat loss, heat preservation and vigilance -the drive towards either sleepiness or alertness); (4) five categories capturing the body location of thermal sensitivity or response (head, distal, proximal, internal or unspecified); (5) three categories specifying seasonal aspects (summer, winter, unspecified); and (6) three categories specifying the diurnal context (bed time, wake time, unspecified). In a first set of 102 questions, participants compare their thermal experiences to that of others on a 7-point bidirectional Likert scale ranging from much less (scored as -3) to much more (scored as +3) with a neutral middle rating of 'like everyone else' (scored as 0, see Methods and Appendix 1). In a second set of 32 questions, participants use a 7-point bi-directional Likert scale to indicate the relative strength of experiences across different body locations ranging from much less (scored as -3) to much more (scored as +3) with a neutral middle rating of 'like anywhere else' (scored as 0, see Methods and Appendix 1). Additional questions concern the nocturnal and diurnal settings of the central heating thermostats at home during the summer and winter. Since answers to these last questions were available in only part of the participants, these questions were not included in further analyses.
Participant assessment
The survey including 136 questions was made available as an online tool for participants of the Netherlands Sleep Registry (NSR), described in more detail in the Methods section. The median duration required to complete the survey was 9.5 minutes. For the present analysis, data were selected from a larger sample to represent four groups of 120 participants each, representing equal numbers of males versus females, and people without sleep complaints vs. people with probable insomnia disorder, across the wide age range of 21.5 to 69.7 years of age. On average, participants without sleep complaints were 53.8 § 12.0 years of age, not different from the age of participants with probable insomnia disorder (55.0 §11.0 years of age, P D 0.23). Participants selected on the absence of sleep complaints all scored below the cut-off scores of both the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI, 5) 40 and the Insomnia Severity Index (ISI, <10), 41 with average ( § standard deviation) values of 3.3 §1.4 and 2.6 §2.6, respectively. Participants selected on probable insomnia disorder all scored above these cut-off scores, with average values of 10.6 §2.3 and 16.7 §4.3, respectively. All groups were matched on age and the two groups with probable insomnia disorder moreover on PSQI and ISI. Details on assessment procedures and participants are provided in the Materials and Methods Section. Group characteristics are shown in the upper part of Table 1 .
Dimension reduction
Principal components analysis (PCA) with Varimaxrotation was applied to reduce the high dimensionality of the data into maximally independent components without making a priori assumptions about associations between questions. PCA is an often-used statistical data reduction tool that determines clusters of items from a larger pool (here the two sets of 102 and 32 items, respectively) that participants tend to respond to in a similar way, suggesting that they assess Bold numbers highlight means that are different (see Results section for details and significant differences after correction for multiple comparisons) between people without sleep complaints vs. those with probable insomnia and between males and females without sleep complaints, and significant age correlations. a common underlying component. For a comprehensive overview of the method we refer to Field. 42 In brief, PCA searches for clusters within the correlation matrix between all items. The resulting clusters, also referred to as components or dimensions, can be ranked with respect to the amount of variance that they explain in the data set, using a measure called eigenvalue. PCA results in a list of the loadings of each item on every extracted component. To facilitate interpretation of components, the dimensional orientation among components is sometimes rotated. Different rotation methods exist that either render the resulting components to be independent (orthogonal rotation, like varimax), or allow for correlations among them (oblique rotation, like promax). As a rule of thumb, components with an eigenvalue 1 are deemed of interest as these contribute to the total variance explained in the data. In addition, each component ideally includes at least three items that load strongly on that specific component and weakly on other components; and the clustering of the selected items within the component should have some face validity.
PCA analysis was restricted to the data of the 240 participants without sleep complaints. Components were selected if they (1) had an eigenvalue >1, (2) included at least three questions. Components were moreover inspected on whether (3) all questions had an absolute loading of at least 0.32 and (4) recognizable logical consistency with the other questions in the component. Questions that did not fulfill these two criteria were removed.
For the first set of 102 questions pertaining to the strength of thermal experiences compared to other people, 14 components met the criteria, which together accounted for 67.7% of the variance. Table 1 shows that the variance accounted for by the different components ranged from 2.5% for the component "Stress-induced Fatigue" to 11.8% for "Cold & Inactivity-induced Cooling & Thermoregulation." In two components, the lowest loading question did not meet the criterion of logical consistency of the clustering; these were removed. Of the 102 questions, 91 could clearly be assigned to a single component, where they had their strongest absolute loading ranging between |0.34| and |0.89| (mean § standard deviation: 0.71 § 0.12). The number of questions accommodated by the components ranged between 3 and 16. We subsequently inspected whether future use could be facilitated by calculating component scores by just averaging the scores of all questions attributed to a component instead of calculating factor scores. For two items in one factor this was done after inverting their sign given their negative factor loadings (# 53 and #71, see Appendix 1 and 2). As indicated in Table 1 , all simple linear compositions (sign-corrected average) of the component variables had acceptable to strong correlations with their corresponding PCA factor scores (range r D 0.67-0.95, average 0.84). An ancillary PCA using Promax oblique rotation was performed to evaluate the robustness of the solution, which resulted in the same components with only small differences in the assignment of questions to components; nine components included exactly the same questions, one component included one different question, two components included one question more, one component included two questions more, and one component included three questions less. All in all, 87 out of 91 questions were assigned to the same components irrespective of the choice of rotation (Varimax orthogonal, Promax oblique), supporting the robustness of the solution.
For the second set of 32 questions pertaining to the relative strength of thermal experiences across different body locations, 7 components met the criteria, which together accounted for 62.1% of the variance. Table 1 shows that the variance accounted for by the different components ranged from 7.2% for the component "Inside (Warm or Cool, Day or Night)" to 10.2% for "Distal When Warm -Day." Of the 32 questions, 30 could clearly be assigned to a single component, where they had their strongest absolute loading ranging between 0.48 and 0.82 (mean § standard deviation: 0.69 §0.09). The number of questions accommodated by the components ranged between 3 and 5. As was the case for the first set of items, future use could be facilitated by calculating component scores by just averaging the scores of all questions attributed to a component instead of calculating factor scores. None of the items required inverting their sign given all positive factor loadings. As indicated in Table 1 , all simple linear compositions (average) of the component variables correlated strongly with their corresponding PCA factor scores (range r D 0.87-0.96, average 0.91). An ancillary PCA using Promax oblique rotation was performed to evaluate the robustness of the solution, which resulted in the same components, with only small differences in the assignment of questions to components; four components included exactly the same questions, one component included one different question, one component included one question more, two components included one question less. All in all, 27 out of 30 questions were assigned to the same components irrespective of the choice of rotation (Varimax orthogonal, Promax oblique), supporting the robustness of the solution.
Description of components
The variance in the list of 102 questions pertaining to the strength of thermal experiences compared to others could be summarized by fourteen independent components. A complete description of the components and the loadings of questions is given in Appendix 2, but a summary of the fourteen components is given below. Examples of application Table 1 shows that the simple linear composition (sign-corrected average) of the component variables did not average out to zero, suggesting that for some components the majority of respondents systematically regarded themselves more sensitive or less sensitive than others. On average, participants rated themselves to be more sensitive than others on eight of the fourteen components pertaining to the strength of thermal experiences, and less sensitive than others on the other six components. People rated themselves most similar to others for stress-induced warming (component 10) and fatigue (component 14), most markedly less sensitive than others to experience warmth-seeking behaviors and preferences in warm environment (component 8) and most markedly more sensitive than others to experience activity-induced warming (component 2), warmth-seeking behaviors and preferences in cold environments (component 9) and heat-induced behavioral thermoregulation (component 4). Table 1 shows moreover that for components pertaining to the relative strength of thermal experiences across different body locations, respondents on average were most likely to experience being warm, and especially being cold, at distal parts of their body (components 15-17), followed by perceiving temperature internally (component 21), and less likely to have proximal experiences of being warm (component 18), even less so for being cold (components [19] [20] . Table 1 also shows marked sex differences in the group of respondents who did not experience sleeping problems. Using a sequentially rejective adapted Bonferroni approach to account for multiple testing, 43 males and females differed significantly on five of the fourteen components pertaining to the strength of thermal experience compared to other people. The most significant difference was that females rated themselves more sensitive than others to experience cold-and inactivity-induced cooling and autonomic and behavioral thermoregulation (component 5, P D 0.0003); males in contrast rated themselves less sensitive than others on this component. In agreement, a similar sex difference was present for the sensitivity to experience cold (component 7, P D 0.002). Both males and females rated themselves less likely than others to show warmth-seeking behaviors and preferences in warm environments, and males even less so than females (component 8, P D 0.003). In contrast, both males and females rated themselves more likely than others to show warmth-seeking behaviors and preferences in cold environments, and females even more so than males (component 9, P D 0.002). Males felt less likely to experience cold in case of stress if they compared themselves to others, while females rated themselves equally likely as others to experience cold in case of stress (component 11, P D 0.004). Figure 1 , upper panel, shows a radar-plot of fingerprints (profiles) summarizing the average ratings of males and females on the fourteen components pertaining to the strength of thermal experience compared to other people. Using a sequentially rejective adapted Bonferroni approach to account for multiple testing, 43 males and females also differed on one of the seven components pertaining to the relative strength of thermal experiences across different body locations. Females were much more likely than males to experience being cold at distal parts of their body (component 17, P D 0.00007). Figure 1 , lower panel, shows a radar-plot of fingerprints (profiles) summarizing the average ratings of males and females on the seven components pertaining to the relative strength of thermal experiences across different body locations.
Another example of the use of the Experienced Temperature Sensitivity and Regulation Survey (ETSRS) concerns individual differences related to aging. We studied the effect of age on ETSRS scores in the groups of subjects who did not suffer from probable insomnia. Using a sequentially rejective adapted Bonferroni approach to account for multiple testing, 43 age was significantly associated with two of the fourteen components pertaining to the strength of thermal experiences compared to other people. These effects of age concerned a decrease in experienced warming up from physical activity (component 2, r D ¡0. 23 Using a sequentially rejective adapted Bonferroni approach to account for multiple testing, 43 age was also significantly associated with one of the seven components pertaining to the relative strength of thermal experiences across different body locations: older people experienced less internal sensations of heat or cold (component 21, r D ¡0.20, P D 0.002). Figure 2 , lower panel, shows a radar-plot with a fingerprint summarizing the correlations of age with each of the seven components pertaining to the relative strength of thermal experiences across different body locations.
A final example of the use of the ETSRS concerns the study of individual differences in temperature experience related to insomnia. Using a sequentially rejective adapted Bonferroni approach to account for multiple testing, 43 people with probable insomnia differed on five of the fourteen components pertaining to the strength of thermal experiences compared to other people. As compared to those without sleep complaints, people with probable insomnia considered themselves, in decreasing order of significance, to experience more fatigue induced by heat or physical activity (component 12, P D 3*10 ¡7 ), by stress (component 14, P D 0.00001) and by cold (component 13, P D 0.0004). They also considered themselves to experience more cold-and inactivity-induced cooling and autonomic and behavioral thermoregulation (component 5, P D 0.001) and to experience more cold (component 7, P D 0.002). While not surviving the correction for multiple comparisons, possible other characteristics of people with probable insomnia are that they showed more warmth-seeking behaviors and preferences in cold environments (component 9, P D 0.02), and considered themselves to experience heat quicker than others (component 6, P D 0.02). Figure 3 , upper panel, shows a radar-plot of fingerprints summarizing the average ratings of people with probable insomnia and those without sleep complaints on the fourteen components pertaining to the strength of thermal experience compared to other people. Using a sequentially rejective adapted Bonferroni approach to account for multiple testing, 43 people with probable insomnia also differed on two of the seven components pertaining to the relative strength of thermal experiences across different body locations. As compared to those without sleep complaints, people with probable insomnia considered themselves to have stronger internal sensations of being warm or cold (component 21, P D 0.00007), and to feel cold Radar-plot of fingerprints summarizing the 95% confidence intervals of the ratings of males (blue) and females (red) on the fourteen components pertaining to the strength of thermal experience compared to other people. Females rated themselves more sensitive than males to experience cold-and inactivity-induced cooling and autonomic and behavioral thermoregulation (component 5); to experience cold (component 7) and to show warmth-seeking behaviors and preferences in warm (component 8) and cold (component 9) environments; and to experience cold in case of stress (component 11). Lower Panel: Radar-plot of fingerprints summarizing the 95% confidence intervals of the ratings of males (blue) and females (red) on the seven components pertaining to the relative strength of thermal experiences across different body locations. Females were significantly more likely than males to experience being cold at distal parts of their body (component 17). Radar-plot of fingerprints summarizing the 95% confidence intervals of the ratings of people with probable insomnia (red) and those without sleep complaints (blue) on the 14 components pertaining to the strength of thermal experience compared to other people. People with insomnia rated themselves more sensitive than people without sleep complaints to experience fatigue induced by heat or physical activity, by cold and by stress (component [12] [13] [14] . They also considered themselves to experience more cold-and inactivity-induced cooling and autonomic and behavioral thermoregulation (component 5) and to experience more cold (component 7). Marginally significant other characteristics of people with probable insomnia were more warmth-seeking behaviors and preferences in cold environments (component 9), and experiencing heat quicker than others (component 6). Lower Panel: Radarplot of fingerprints summarizing the 95% confidence intervals of the ratings of people with probable insomnia (red) and those without sleep complaints (blue) on the seven components pertaining to the relative strength of thermal experiences across different body locations. People with probable insomnia were significantly more likely to experience being warm or cold internally (component 21), and to feel cold during daytime more at the proximal part of the body (component 19). Marginally significant other characteristics of people with probable insomnia were feeling cold more at the distal part of the body (component 17), and feeling warm more at the proximal part of the body (component 18).
during daytime more at the proximal part of the body (component 19, P D 0.003). While not surviving the correction for multiple comparisons, possible other characteristics of people with probable insomnia are that they feel cold more at the distal part of the body irrespective of the time of day (component 17, P D 0.02), and feel warm more at the proximal part of the body (component 18, P D 0.03). Figure 3 , lower panel, shows a radar-plot of fingerprints summarizing the average ratings of people with probable insomnia and those without sleep complaints on the seven components pertaining to the relative strength of thermal experiences across different body locations.
Discussion
Aiming to resolve the current lack of an instrument to comprehensively assess trait-like experiences of temperature sensitivity and regulation, the present study introduced and evaluated a pool of questions surveying the experience of several domains of temperature sensitivity and regulation in a variety of contexts. Principal component analyses indicated that the majority of the questions grouped in meaningful components that turned out to be sensitive to individual differences related to sex, age and probable insomnia.
Fourteen components emerged as different dimensions from the list of questions pertaining to the strength of thermal experiences compared to others. The largest component (5) integrated 16 questions on cold-and inactivity-induced cooling and autonomic and behavioral thermoregulation. In contrast, the corresponding opposed concepts for heat-and activityinduced warming and autonomic and behavioral thermoregulation were separated as six separate dimensions (1-4, 8,9 ). The marked difference suggests that people experience signs of cooling down and the corresponding cold defense mechanisms in a rather integrated way, whereas they have more differentiated experiences of warming up and the corresponding heat loss mechanisms. Sensitivities to notice heat and cold were represented as two different dimensions, supporting the interpretation that the questions did not merely reflect a tendency to report high or low sensitivity in general. It appeared useful to include questions on the vigilance effects of temperature; two different dimensions appeared, plus one on the effect of stress on vigilance. Likewise, it appeared useful to include questions on behavioral and autonomic responses to stress that resemble similar responses to heat or cold; three different dimensions emerged. In contrast, questions on behavioral and autonomic responses to exertion and inactivity that resemble similar responses to heat or cold respectively did not emerge as separate dimensions but rather as integrated with questions addressing heat or cold exposure. Whereas seasonal and diurnal contexts did not emerge as separate dimensions, the doubling of several questions within these contexts allows for refined investigations of dependency on season or time of day by comparing top-down selected sets of corresponding questions.
Seven components emerged as different dimensions from the list of questions pertaining to the relative strength of thermal experiences across different body locations. The components were very similar in the amount of variance they accounted for. Three distal components, three proximal components, and one component relating to internal sensitivity appeared as recognizable different dimensions. Separate dimensions emerged for the daytime-versus nighttime sensitivity to both distal heat responses as well as proximal cold responses. Daytime and nighttime sensitivities were not discriminated however for distal cold responses and proximal heat responses. Sensitivity to internal temperature did not discriminate between daytime and nighttime, nor between heat and cold. Arms and legs were rather inconsistently emerging within either distal or proximal components, possibly reflecting the physiological ambivalence of their physiology that can correspond to either the trunk vs. extremities in case of, respectively, exposure to cold, an upright posture or wakefulness versus exposure to heat, a supine posture or sleep. 44, 45 Upper and lower extremities did not appear as different dimensions, suggesting that the experience of their temperatures is integrated, at least in normal everyday life conditions. Interestingly, whereas the physiological fluctuations and responses of upper and lower extremities may indeed be synchronized under normal conditions, a recent study showed that they may diverge under the extreme condition of maintaining wakefulness without any sleep for more than 24 hours. 32 The pool of questions of the ETSRS allows for a follow up on these findings. Even though upper and lower extremities are not separately represented in different PCA-derived components, the doubling of several questions for both upper-and lower extremities makes it possible to calculate averages of top-down selected sets of corresponding questions. Future studies may investigate the use of both PCA-derived components and topdown enforced averages over e.g. upper and lower extremities, in disorders where localized deviations would be of interest, like diabetes-related neuropathy.
Irrespective of the choice of rotation (Varimax orthogonal, Promax oblique), the same number of components emerged in the PCA. Moreover, the majority (94%) of the questions were assigned to the same component. Whereas these observations support robustness of the PCA solution, independent studies will be required to evaluate whether the solution generalizes to other population samples.
It has not been the aim of the present study to provide a detailed in-depth account of sex-, age-and probable insomnia-related individual differences in either objective or subjectively experienced thermosensitivity and thermoregulation. On the contrary, the aim was to develop an instrument that could be used to facilitate future in depth studies on individual differences in such subjective experiences, as well as how they relate to individual differences in objective parameters of thermosensitivity and thermoregulatory capacity. Accordingly, the present findings will only briefly be summarized.
The present findings complement the observations from experimental studies by demonstrating that sex differences are also present in the subjective experience of thermosensitivity and thermoregulation in everyday life. The overarching consistency of findings was that women are more likely to feel cold and accordingly experience autonomic and behavioral thermoregulatory responses. With respect to differential experiences across locations of the body, females also have more internal experiences of their body temperature and more distal experiences of cold.
A marked finding of the present application of the ETSRS to study associations with aging is that with increasing age, people experience less and less warming up from physical activity. The finding is consistent with the objective observation that moderate physical activity elicits a smaller increase in core temperature in elderly people. 46 Although not reaching significance when correcting for multiple comparisons, the same decrease may be present in warming up from non-physical stress, supporting the value of evaluating this domain. Another marked association was the age-related decrease in experiencing fatigue in response to heat exposure or physical activity. The finding of a decreased probability of experiencing fatigue is consistent with the finding that daytime sleepiness is not common during healthy aging and that elderly people tolerate sleep deprivation even better than younger people. 47 Although not reaching significance when correcting for multiple comparisons, the present findings also suggest that elderly may be less likely to experience heat and associated internal warming and thermoregulatory responses, in agreement with objective physiological assessments of heat induced thermoregulatory responses. 20, 48 The value of the ETSRS was also demonstrated in the comparison of the sample without sleep complaints with a matched group of people with probable insomnia disorder. Applying the ETSRS in this case-control approach, it showed to be sufficiently sensitive to detect multiple group differences with strong statistical significance. Two components show that people with probable insomnia are more likely to experience fatigue if temperature deviates from the thermoneutral zone. This may be a nonspecific generalized response to deviations from any neutral or homeostatically balanced condition, because a third component shows that people with probable insomnia also show increased fatigue in response to physical activity and stress. The suggestion of nonspecificity would not have emerged without the questions about stress and vigilance, underscoring their value as part of the ETSRS. Two components indicate that people with probable insomnia are more likely to feel cold and to experience autonomic and behavioral thermoregulatory responses. The enhanced cold sensitivity reminds of rat studies showing that chronic sleep deprivation lowered core body temperature and energy metabolism in brain regions involved in thermoregulation and sleep. 49, 50 People with probable insomnia also differed on two of the seven components pertaining to the relative strength of thermal experiences across different body locations. It would be interesting to evaluate how enhanced internal sensations of feeling warm or cold and enhanced proximal sensations of feeling cold during daytime relate to objective assessments of the distribution of temperatures across the body and their relevance for sleep onset and sleep depth. 51, 52 The present findings suggest that a multivariate fingerprint of significantly different experienced autonomic or behavioral thermoregulatory activity can be used to discriminate people with probable insomnia from those without sleep complaints.
In summary, we here introduced the Experienced Temperature Sensitivity and Regulation Survey (ETSRS), and showed the use of this pool of questions to comprehensively assess trait-like experiences of temperature sensitivity and regulation. Future studies may make use of the ETSRS to investigate, to name a few: deviations in disorders; changes induced by specific chronic exposures including temperature acclimatization; associations with objective thermoregulatory sensitivity and capacity; value for optimization of indoor climates. As shown in Table 1 , Cohen's d effect sizes for components with significant group differences were in the range of small (d D 0.20) to medium (d D 0.50). If similar differences are expected for casecontrol studies, these effect sizes can be used for a priori calculations of the sample size required in such future studies. Data-collection in reasonable sample sizes may be facilitated by online internet data collection: the survey is available in LimeSurvey (www.limesurvey.org) format, as for example was implemented on www.sleepregistry.nl, the source of the currently used data. On request we can make an Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) sheet available for automated calculation of component scores based on the PCA results as well as averages of top-down selected sets of corresponding questions to zoom in on differential sensitivities in the contexts of wake vs. sleep, winter versus summer, cold vs. warm environments and upper versus lower parts of the body. As is the case for almost all questionnaires, its use will most likely result in adaptations, refinements and possibly a brief version. We welcome and hope to support many researchers and clinicians that are interested to use or further develop the ETSRS.
Materials and methods
Question generation
Questions were generated with the help of an expert panel consisting of researchers participating in ThermoNed. The questions were generated to cover six domains of experienced temperature sensitivity and regulation. In each domain, several categories could be defined, as described below.
Input/perturbation. The first domain accommodates four categories that describe type of input / perturbation impinging on the thermoregulatory system. In addition to the obvious categories of exposure to Heat and Cold, two additional categories could be of interest: Physical Activity and Stress. Several sensations and behavioral or autonomic responses to heat or cold occur as well in response to different levels of physical activity or stress. People may differ for example in the extent to which they feel cold when sedentary, warm up and experience thermoregulatory responses with physical activity, and feel warm or cold, or experience autonomic responses like sweating under stressful circumstances. By assessing thermoregulatory experiences and responses with respect to Physical Activity and Stress as well, it becomes feasible to investigate input-specificity of individual differences in the reported experiences of regulation and sensitivity.
Readout. The second domain accommodates six categories that describe type of output or readout from the thermosensitive and thermoregulatory system. The first category concerns the subjective Preference for warmer or colder circumstances. The second category concerns Sensing Deviation. For instance, elderly people regulate their indoor ambient temperature less precisely, and tolerate larger deviations from a comfortable range before the undertake a behavioral thermoregulatory action (reviewed in 20, 53 ). The third category is the experienced Subjective Body Temperature, describing the extent to which an individual feels warm or cold. The fourth category is the Autonomic Response that people notice. The category includes e.g., shivering, sweating and the speed of recovery from exposure to heat or cold. The fifth category is the Behavioral Response, including clothing choice, finding a cooler or warmer place and manipulating environmental temperature. Finally, a sixth category of questions was added to assess the Vigilance Response people may experience to heat or cold. Several studies show that subjective and objective sleepiness respond to changes in temperature, even if these changes are small and within the thermoneutral range (reviewed in 54 ).
Homeostatic Drive. The third domain concerns three homeostatic drive categories that questions can refer to. In addition to the obvious homeostatic thermoregulatory system categories of Heat Loss and Heat Preservation, one category was added to accommodate questions that refer to the vigilance-regulating system, e.g. sleepiness.
Seasonal Context. To cover seasonal differences, in the fourth domain questions were formulated to evaluate season-specific temperature preferences and thermoregulatory behavior. Nine questions were administered twice, once referring to the summer period, and once referring to wintertime.
Sleep-Wake context. Temperature regulation, sensitivity, and preference may vary not only with season, but also with the circadian temporal context. Whereas demanding laboratory protocols allow us to disentangle circadian rhythm-related variation from sleepwake state related variation, the two are usually indiscriminate in real life. In the fifth domain, Sleep and Wake categories were distinguished, such that questions were posed within the context of the night and sleep or within the context of daytime wakefulness.
Body Location. The final domain concerns five body locations that the questions refer to: the Head; the Distal parts of the body (i.e. hands and feet); the Proximal part of the body (e.g., trunk); Internally; or Unspecified (i.e., questions could not refer specifically to a particular part of the body).
A total of 136 questions were generated. For a first set of 102 questions, participants were asked to compare their thermal experiences to others on a 7-point bi-directional Likert scale. For a second set of 32 questions, participants are asked to use a 7-point bi-directional Likert scale to indicate the relative strength of experiences across different body locations. Two additional questions asked for the nocturnal and diurnal settings of the central heating thermostats at home during the summer and winter. These two questions were, however, not included in the current analyses. All questions are listed in Appendix 1.
Internet assessment procedure
The questions were implemented as a survey for internet assessment on the Netherlands Sleep Registry (NSR) website (www.sleepregistry.nl). The NSR is a national platform that recruits volunteers by advertising in media (internet, television, radio, magazines, newspapers) and through flyers distributed in health care institutions and conventions. People are asked to fill out questionnaires regularly in order to help create a psychometric database to facilitate research on components that discriminate people with probable insomnia from those without sleep complaints; there is no particular focus on thermoregulation. Continued commitment of the unpaid volunteers is supported by newsletters, reminder emails, and occasional voucher lottery. The Medical Ethical Committee of the Academic Medical Center of the University of Amsterdam as well as the Central Committee on Research Involving Human Subjects (CCMO), The Hague, The Netherlands, approved of unsigned informed consent because volunteers participated anonymously without revealing their full name and address and were not exposed to any intervention or behavioral constraint.
Participants
The present investigation included a selection of 480 participants from the NSR. Age of participants ranged between 20 and 70 years. The age range was deliberately chosen wide to allow for an investigation of agerelated changes in ETSRS scores. Two hundred and forty (120 male and 120 female) participants were included who did not suffer from sleep complaints as indicated by validated cut-off scores 5 on the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) 40 and <10 on the Insomnia Severity Index (ISI). 41 To further illustrate the applicability of the ETSRS to evaluate group differences, age-matched samples of 120 males and 120 females were selected on the basis of probable insomnia disorder, according to cut-off scores of >5 and 10 respectively.
Analysis: dimension reduction
Principal components analysis with Varimax-rotation was applied as a data reduction method on the 240 subjects without sleep complaints, in order to reduce the multivariate dimensionality without making a priori assumptions about associations between questions. Analyses used IBM SPSS Statistics (Version 22, Chicago, IL). Components were selected if they (1) had an eigenvalue >1 and (2) included at least three questions. Components were moreover inspected on whether (3) all questions had an absolute loading of at least 0.32 and (4) recognizable logical consistency with the other questions in the component. Questions that did not fulfill these two criteria were removed. Separate principal component analyses were performed for the 102 questions pertaining to the strength of thermal experiences compared to other people, and for the 32 questions pertaining to the relative strength of experiences across different body locations. To simplify future analyses, we calculated the mean component scores not from the loadings but by just averaging the scores on the items within a component, after inverting their sign given their negative factor loadings (# 53 and #71). It should be noted that although we here report these component scores, several of the questions are repeatedly asked in different contexts, allowing the user to also calculate averages of top-down selected sets of corresponding questions to zoom in on differential sensitivities in the contexts of wake vs. sleep, winter versus summer, cold vs. warm environments and upper versus lower parts of the body.
Analysis: individual differences related to sex, age, and probable insomnia Group characteristics are presented as averages with standard deviation. Group differences were evaluated using two-sided t-tests not presuming equal variances. Pearson's r correlations were calculated to describe associations of age with subjectively experienced thermosensitivity and thermoregulation. Their significance was evaluated using t transformations 55 and two-sided t-tests. To account for multiple testing we used a sequentially rejective adapted Bonferroni approach 43 with an overall two-sided a < 0.05. 
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